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ABSTRACT

This study is a case study of an FMCG manufacturer. The company is facing the
problem of high excess stock and writes off costs in 2013. Speeding up to find the
root causes of the problem can reduce the expenditure and increase the profitability of
ABC Company. By applying the DMAIC concept, defining, measuring, analyzing,
improving and controlling, the problem can be made apparent to all related parties in
company based on reviewing the historical data and brainstorming with the crossfunctional departments to understand the current process and situation. This tool
helped the Company to identify the scope problem and the root causes of the problem.
The DMAIC concept consists of defining, measuring, analyzing, improving and
controlling. The front label is selected because it holds the highest write off of the
packaging material, about 5.7 million baht in 2013. The data is collected from the
write off report from January to December 2013.The major cause of the front label
write off cost, about 57.64 %, was from the phase in and phase out process. The
fishbone analysis indicated that the root cause of this problem was in the policy of the
sourcing department that placed the order quantity based on the traditional order
quantity. As such, the flexible order quantity was proposed. The improved processes
could ensure that accumulative excess stock and write off costs do not occur in the
future. The control process is also recommended to sustain the improvement and
minimize the excess stock and the write off costs are also recommended. The 33
percent of the purchasing cost in the last lot order before changing to the new package
design can be saved from the proposed strategy.
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CHAPTER I
GENERALITIES OF THE STUDY
In the fast moving consumer goods (FMCG) business, there are many competitors in
the market. The businesses need to keep every opportunity to increase profits and
fulfill all customer demands. There are a variety of product categories with lots of
competitive brands for each category in the FMCG market to serve all demands of the
customers. It is important that a particular product is unique and stands out in the
market in order for the customer to choose it as the first choice. The product features
such as design, taste, promotion, and so on are able to attract the customers. However,
the FMCG products can be substituted easily by the competitive products. Even
though the product is unique, outstanding and satisfactory to the customers, the
customers may not hesitate to choose the competitive products if other products are
novel or more interesting. The market is exciting and is usually illustrated when the
new products, new packages and/or new promotions are launched. The customers
may forget their previous favorite products easily if the more attractive or interesting
products are presented to them. Regarding this fact, it is a high risk for the FMCG
business to lose its market sales if it could not respond to customer demands,
expectations and requirements immediately. The loss of customers may be either
temporary or permanently, but it is up to the performance of the competition or
substitute products as well as other related factors. Unfortunately, as there are lots of
competitive and substitute products in the market, the FMCG business operators must
be active to create any marketing strategies to make the products attractive to the
customers always.

1.1 Background of the Research

ABC Company is one of FMCG manufacturers which produces and trades several
FMCG product categories. It was founded in the United State of America in 1886 and
ABC currently operates in 60 countries with approximately 20 manufacturing plants
touching the lives of consumers around the world. The ABC Thailand manufacturing
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plant was established in 1976, it provides quality standards of production with the
registered capital of three million baht. The ABC Thailand manufacturing plant
produces the consumer products which can be categorized into three types:

1.

Sanitary category: sanitary pad, party-liner, etc.

2.

Powder products: baby powder, adult powder, etc.

3.

Liquid products: shampoo, cream bath, lotion, mouth wash, etc.

Since the FMCG products have a quickly turnover and are highly competitive, ABC
has to work hard to develop the products to attract the customers such as changing the
label artwork, packaging, improving cover shrink to guarantee that the product is new,
using the new laser technology on bottles instead of the sticker labels and so on. ABC
had to be active in the product development and improvement continuously. From
said reasons, ABC has to change to the new packaging material periodically. ABC has
to keep both inventories, that of the old packaging material to phase out and the new
incoming packaging material which will be phased in as planned. ABC currently
keeps too a high level of inventory for the packaging material of the old version.
Consequently, ABC has to spend a lot on write off costs every year. In 2013, ABC
spent 10.60 percent of its total revenue for write off costs.

Mouth wash is one of ABC product which has the highest total sales and profit to
ABC. It is undoubtedly that the write off cost of the mouth wash was also high. As
ABC plans to be a leader of mouth wash products in the market, the product
development team of ABC develops and changes the new package design very often
to attract the customers and to compete with other brands in the market as well. Thus,
the ABC has to use the new packaging material for the new package and eliminate the
outdated packaging material when the new package is launched. Currently, ABC has
three formulas of mouth wash products. The revenues and write off costs of the
packaging materials of each formula in 2013 are shown in Table 1.1.

2

Table 1.1: Revenues and Write Off Cost of Mouth Wash Products in 2013
(THB)

Mouth Wash

Percentage of the

Formula

Total Revenues

Write Off Cost

Write Off Cost

Mouth Wash A

24,000,000

2,525,898

10.52%

Mouth Wash B

18, 100,000

1,750,550

9.67%

Mouth Wash C

12,100,000

1,470,531

12.15%

Total

54,200,000

5,746,979

10.60%

Source: ABC Database

The average percentage of the write off cost of the mouth wash product is 10.60
percent of the total revenues of 2013. Regarding this number, the Company would
have an opportunity to save its cost and gain more profit if this write off cost can be
reduced or removed. To understand the write off cost in depth, the write off cost is
breaking down based on the types of the packaging materials. The details are shown
in Table 1.2.

Table 1.2: Write Off Cost of the Packaging Material of Mouth Wash Products
Packaging
Material
Type
Stickers

Bottle
Neck Shrink
Screw Cap
Total

1
314,516

Write off cost (THB)
End of Year Value
Quarter (2013)
2
4
THB
Percent
3
92.94%
150,299
351,324 4,525,213
5,341,352

1,259

30,183

821

215,943

248,206

4.32%

-

-

-

130,560

130,560

2.27%

-

-

26,861

26,861

0.47%

315,775

180,482

352,145 4,898,577

5,746,979

100%

Remarks: The high write off in quarter four is caused from all expired and obsoleted stocks
which occurred during a year have to destroy before the end of the year.
Source: ABC Database

The figural numbers illustrated in Table 1.2 indicates that most of the write off cost of
the mouth wash packaging material in the Year 2013 was the stickers. Thus, the write
of cost of the mouth wash sticker is categorized by its type i.e. front label, back label
and bundle label. As such, the percentage of the write off cost of mouth wash each
sticker could be identified. The detailed results are shown in Table 1.3 as follows:
3

Table 1.3: Write off Cost of the Mouth Wash Sticker in 2013
Type of Sticker

Write off Cost (THB)

Percentage

Front Label

2,810,932

53%

Back Label

2,484,609

46%

45,811

1%

5,341,352

100%

Bundle Label
Total
Source: ABC Database

The highest write off cost is on the front label which accounts for more than a half i.e.
53 percent followed by the write off cost of back label which is 46 percent and where
the write off cost of the bundle is only one percent. The reason that front and back
label cause the highest write off cost is because they have to be changed periodically
since the Company would like the front label is be fresh and attractiveness to keep the
product up to date. As such, the back label must be changed accordingly to maintain
the information of the formula changed, description or caution additions.

The cause of the write off can be broken into three causes i.e. phase in -phase out
process, expired stock and quality issue. The details can be seen in Table 1.4 as
follows:

Table 1.4: Cause of Front Label Write Off
Quantity

Write off Cost

%by

(PC)

(THB)

value

Cause of Write off
Phase in/phase out process

2,420,985

1,620,268

57.64%

Expired stock

1,646,328

1,177,412

41.89%

10,508

13,251

0.47%

4,077,821

2,810,932

100.00%

Quality issue
Total

Source: Calculated based on ABC Database

Table 1.4 shows an in-depth analysis of write off cost and quantity categorized by the
causes. The 57.64 percent of the write off is from the phase in/phase out package
material process in which too large amount of the front label stickers was purchased at
4

a time so that some of them are left unused. The excess stock of the front label sticker
will be destroyed when the new front label is used. Next, 41.89 percent write off is the
expired stock. The large traditional order quantity may be the main cause of expired
stock since the front label stickers are too many so some are not used until they reach
the expired date. The last cause from quality issues is less than 0.5 percent which
happens in the mix up in the production process or the defective products.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

In September 2014, ABC plans to produce the new package of mouth wash with new
artwork on the front label in the Asia market, from Artwork X to Artwork Y as seen
in the Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Change Artwork of Label X to Y

Mouth wash
A
Artwork X

Artwork Y

Source: ABC Database

As there are five countries in the Asia market in which three fonnulas are selling in
each country, the fifteen new front label items will be phased in at the beginning of
September as planned. Before the Artwork Y phase in, the ABC planners have to
manage the inventory of Artwork X to phase it out. However, the demands for the
current package still exist in the market. The planners must manage the inventory of
the Artwork X to be sufficient to support all fluctuating demand of the customers to
prevent ABC from losing the sales opportunities and maintaining customer
satisfaction before the phasing in of the Artwork Y. However, the amount of the front
label stickers that will be ordered as the last lot before changing to the new design
must be emphasized. For the current practice, the order size is fixed by the sourcing
5

team. A large order quantity is set to cover the demand of the customers in three
months. The large order quantity is used to gain the lowest price. Currently, the same
order quantity is placed for the last lot as usual even though the changing of the front
label is approaching. Consequently, the excess stock of the front label would
undoubtedly occur. The remaining stock will be destroyed when the new front label is
used. As such, the less than traditional order quantity order should be considered to
minimize the write off cost of current front label to maximize the profit of ABC. The
appropriate order quantity for the last lot before the current front label is cancelled
and the new design of the front label is used would be specified. The DMAIC model
is of interest of the managerial people at the ABC. The appropriate quantity of the
packaging for the last lot order before changing to the new package design is expected
to gain from the application of the DMAIC model. The question, "How can the ABC
Company minimize the write off cost of the packaging material?" is emphasized in
this study.

1.3 Research Objectives

The objectives of this study are:
1.

To investigate the root causes of the high write off cost of the packaging
materials.

2.

To apply the DMAIC model to improve the procurement process of the
ABC

3.

To identify the appropriate order quantity of the last lot packaging material
before changing to the new packaging design to minimize the write off
cost of the old packaging material.

1.4 Scope of the Research

This research is based on a case study of ABC which will focus on the mouth wash
product and scope in Asia markets; Thailand, China, Vietnam, Malaysia and
Indonesia which are emerging markets. The upcoming situation is that ABC has to
modernize the product continually by changing the package of the mouth wash
6

products in the last trimester of this year is used as the case study. Front label
packaging material is the focus. The write off cost report during January to December
2013 and historical usage of ABC during January to July 2014 are used for the data
analysis and proposed model.

Only the last lot order of the packaging materials before changing to the new package
design is emphasized in the study.

1.5 Significance of the Research

ABC needs to stay competitive to be the number one in the fast moving consumer
goods business. For this reason it is important for the company to manage the
inventory suitably and reduce the write off cost. The accurate procurement is studied
to apply the solution to ABC, to phase in the new packaging material and phase out
the old packaging material. Meanwhile, ABC has to take responsibility for the
remaining customer demand with the old packaging material which has fluctuating
demand, and minimize the write off cost of the old packaging material. This solution
will be a benefit to ABC for cost savings and strengthening ABC in the long term.
More significantly, this study can be applied to other markets and other FMCG
products in ABC.

1.6 Limitations of the Research

This research focuses on the waste of phase in/phase out process for changing new
artwork of the front label in a mouth wash product which is distributed in Asia
markets only. The information of cost structure is being specified during January
2013 to July 2014. For other product redesigns or other markets, the results of this
study should be used only as a guideline to manage the phase in/phase out of waste
and reducing the write off cost. The development of the detailed procedures would
need more information from further studies.
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1.7 Definition of Terms

Define-Measure-Analyze-

The cyclical improvement model of Six Sigma is

Improve-Control (DMAIC)

used to focuses on improving the processes (Burt,
Dobler, & Starling, 2004).

Fishbone Analysis

A technique to organize the elements of a problem or
situation to aid in the determination of the cause of
the problem or situation. The analysis relates the
effect of the environment to several possible sources
of the problem (Fawcett, Ellram, & Ogden, 2007).

Fast Moving Consumer

A type of product that is associated with the day-to-

Goods (FMCG)

day consumption. FMCG products are usually
bought with a large frequency, which allows
consumers to develop expertise in their purchase.
The products can be found at the supennarket,
hypermarket, convenience stores, drug stores and so
forth (Srivastava & Sharma, 2013)

Inventory Management

It is the management of the flow of inventory to

balance inventory supply and demand (Coyle, Bardi,
& Langley, 2003).

Order Quantity

The amount of an item which determines to be
purchased or manufactured at one time (Waters,
1992).
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Phase In Phase Out (PIPO)

Is the process that occur when the new products are
launched to the market, i.e. the new product is
phased in, then the old products become obsolete
and need to be eliminated i.e. phased out (Billington,
Lee, & Tang, 1998).

Process Mapping

A tool that is required in the first step of evaluating
any production or service process which a drawing
showing how products or people flow to complete a
process (Wisner, Tan, & Leong, 2012).

Write Off

In accounting, the process of removing an asset from
an organization's books through the expensing
process (Stevenson & Chuong, 2014).

9

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
In this chapter, the literature reviews concerning the research topic are discussed. The
relevant theories and concepts will be reviewed based on the purpose of answering the
research questions formulated in the previous chapter. There are a number of theories
and studies related to inventory management. The theories and concepts explained in
this research are reviewed according to academic sources including study books,
journals and published research.

2.1 Phase In Phase Out

Jacobs and Chase (2014) stated that a company launches of the new product to the
market due to customer needs and the design of the product is the priority of company
success. The design of the product is important in that industry as it is able to
understand the customer satisfaction. The surveys are also important to understand the
consumer behavior.

Stevenson and Chuong (2014) defined that product development starts to initiate
ideas. There are many sources where the product comes up in the idea such as the
supply chain, competitor and research information. The business has high motivations
to create and improve products because they have to compete with the other
competitors. The business wants to be the leader in the market and the survey is
required for quick response to their customer's satisfaction. The information is
analyzed to create the innovative process and products.

Phase in is a process to bring the new components, products or items according to the
demand from market. To phase in the new products that do not have historical data to
calculate forecast values, the calculation would be based on values acquired from the
experience of related products.

10
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Inventory surplus occurs when the company holds materials or products more than
customer requirements. Then the remaining amounts which have to be phased out
would be kept in a warehouse or on-shelf to destroy in further steps (Capkun, Hameri,
& Weiss, 2009).

This research will focus on the discontinuing products which have to be phased out.
There are new components or products which will be phased in instead of the old one
which the business has to keep the excess stock that cannot be consumed at that time,
and then destroy the obsolete stock.

2.2 Excess and Obsolete Stock

Stevenson and Chuong (2014) stated that inventory management is done to achieve
customer satisfaction while the inventory level is needed to keep with the reasonable
cost. On the other hand inventory level is not sufficient if the stock level quantity is
not under or over. The stock level under quantity are under or lower, so the company
will lose sales while the stock level are over or high, so the business's costs will be
increased such as warehouse costs and the product may perished, be damaged or be
obsolete.

Wisner, Tan and Leong (2008) stated that the businesses should have suitable
inventory to support the manufacturing process, logistics and other functions.
Conversely, the excessive inventory can indicate a sign of poor inventory
management which is able to create unnecessary waste of resources. Moreover, the
excessive inventory adversely affects the financial performance.

And Thomas, Douglas and Monica (1990) stated about the excess inventory that if
employees do not know how much of a critical component there is in inventory
because of errors attributed to inaccurate records, they will make sure there is an
abundance of that component on hand to accomplish the job. For example, telephone
installers were not provided with accurate records of items stored in their installation
and repair vans. To ensure necessary items were on hand at work sites, the technicians
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would overstock their vehicles. Inventory covers the error of inaccuracy just as it
covers forecasting errors, vendor lead-time variability and a host of other errors.

Considering the risk of obsolete stock is also important. If an item is rarely used or
only used for a specific requirement, there are many risks in using inventory control
logic that does not track the specific cause of demand for the item. In addition, items
that are sensitive to technical obsolescence such as computer memory chips and
processors are needed to be controlled carefully based on actual demand to reduce the
risk of holding obsolete inventory (Jacobs & Chase, 2014).

2.3 Inventory Management

Tersine (1994) mentioned that the objective of inventory management is to provide
the availability of products or materials to the place and time where and when
required at the appropriate cost. The businesses normally set their own inventory
procedure in order to affect the efficient usage of its assets in producing goods and
services. It is a complex subject to improve inventory control systems in an efficient
way to reduce waste and avoid stock out situations whether in the manufacturing or
the service businesses. The businesses are able to have the sufficient quantity of
inventory to support the process of manufacturing, logistics and other functions.
However, the excess inventory can point to a sign of poor inventory management
which is able to create needless waste of scarce resources. Moreover the excess
inventory also adversely affects financial performance.

Inventory management involves anticipating material requirements such as sourcing,
obtaining materials, introducing materials into the organization and monitoring the
status of materials as a current asset. The main functions would be purchasing or
procurement, inventory control of raw material, receiving, stocktaking, production
scheduling and transporting. These functions need interactive subsystems. The
management's objective should be low costs, high level of quality and service, high
inventory turnover ratio and supporting other functions such as sales and research and
development (Tersine & Tersine, 1990).
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Inventory provides a level of product or service availability which can meet the
expectations of the customer for product availability. It helps the company not only
maintain sales but also increase them. Moreover, holding inventory is able to
encourage production when it exists to act as buffers (Ballou, 2004). On the other
hand, if the business does not have enough raw materials or finished goods to respond
to the requirements of the customer, a stock out situation follows.

Coyle et al. (2003) explains that inventory levels have to be sufficient to provide the
accepted service levels to the customer but must not have too much waste and
increase the supply chain costs. The ideal approach to balance supply and demand for
appropriate inventory levels is to have integration between the members in the supply
chain. Therefore, the important issue for inventory management is to have the optimal
level of inventory to serve the requirement of the customers. Meanwhile inventory
should not be in excess to be wasted for the businesses.

2.4 Process Mapping

Wisner et al. (2012) defined that the process mapping or process diagrams is the
required tool for the first step to evaluating any manufacturing or service process
which uses symbols as the annotated boxes representing process action elements and
ovals is the waiting period, connected by arrow to show the flow of products or
customer in the process. Once a process or series of processes is mapped out, the
prospective problem area can be recognized and further evaluated for leftover
inventories, wait time or capability problems.

The proposed process mapping must be scoped down and identified as the area which
has to be improved. Here is the sequence to apply in the process mapping as shown
below:
1.

Identify the main area and focus only on related activities and flows. To
consider what you want to improve in your process.
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2.

Identify clear problems which occurred in the specified area. It will show
in the process which activities can be improved.

3.

Make it simple, easily to understand and clear at the beginning until the
end of the process. The complexity of the process may lead to mistakes in
their business (Eugene, 1993).

Process improvement is a systematic want to improve the process that consists of
documentation measurement and analysis in order to improve the function and the
process. The main propose to improve the process ids that the company wants to
reach customer satisfactions to achieve and increase more productivity for the
company (Stevenson & Chuong, 2014).

2.5 Fishbone Diagrams

A fishbone diagram is used to define the problem and it is able to define the root
causes of the problem. William (2005) stated that this tool is often used in the
meetings in order get the ideas and find the root causes which are the main problems
of error. If the discussion is not clear, the next investigation and analysis might be
needed. In addition, there are more details that the company can ask such as who,
what, when, where, why and how questions.

Fawcett et al. (2007) stated that brainstorming is used to develop the various elements
of the fishbone diagram. At the head of the diagram there are the problems and the
bones stand for the various causes. There is logical categorization of causes and the
categories

generally used

are

Manpower,

Method,

Machine,

Material

and

Environment. There are, however, various categories to be selected as shown in
Figure 2.1. This tool helps to methodologically reach to the root cause of the problem.
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Figure 2.1: Fishbone Diagram

Source: Elyse, PMP & CPHIMS (2009)

2.6 DMAIC Methodology
Jacobs and Chase (2014) defined DMAIC as the methodology to understand the
condition and achieving what the customer wants. DMAIC is a standard method to the
six sigma proj ect which DMAIC can describe below:

Define (D): This phase is to identify the nature of the process and detennine the
priorities of the problem which would have the potential to be improved.

Measure (M): To determine how to measure the process or the value and how its
perfonnance which has to identify the key to measures of the defects currently
generated relative to the other processes.

Analyze (A): Determine the most possible cause of defects which have to be studied
and analyzed to determine the root cause of the problem.

Improve (I): Improve the process by implementation solution to the problem or
modify the process to stay within an acceptable range.
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Control (C): Determine how to maintain the improvement by monitoring the process
until the improvement becomes ingrained and the problem does not occur.

In Figure 2.2 below, shows the five phase of DMAIC model which is the backbone of
Six Sigma Methodology.

Figure 2.2 DMAIC Methodology
Start

I

!-

~

The define phase is conce111N with the definition of the
Define project goals and boundaries and the identific<ition of the
issues needed to be addres~

1

Measure

The goal of a measure phase of six sigma strategy is to
gather infoimation about the Ctlil'ent situations, to obtain
baseline data on currenr process performance and to
identifnrobJ,ms are.i

Aualyze

The goal of the analyu phase of six sigma quality
effort is to idennfy the root cause of the quality
problems :md to confoim those causes using
appropriate data analysis tools

Improve

The goal of the improved phase is to implement
solutions that address the problems identified during
the analysis ph.1se

1

l
..

Control

l

The goal of the control phase is to evaluate and
monitor the results of the previous phase
(improve)

~

Source: Yahia (2011)

2.7 Summary

In this chapter, theoretical background and literature concerning the research topic are
reviewed. The relevant theories and concepts are referred to ABC Company's
situations in order to support answering the research questions. The chapter consists
of several literature reviews concerning write off cost minimization including the
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importance of the wasteful excess stock, process flow analysis, fishbone diagram
(cause and effect diagram) and inventory management. The next chapter, research
methodology is described with detailed information of how the research will be
conducted in order to achieve the research objective.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In this chapter, the research methodology is presented. The methodology can be
categorized into three main stages. Firstly, the data collection methods are described.
Then, the data analysis with process mapping, fishbone diagram, and cost for write off
cost analysis of the selected products are explained. The last part of the chapter is the
proposed model and conclusions. The methodology is proposed in Figure 3.1 as
follows:

Figure 3.1: Research Process
Step 1: Collect the related secondary data of ABC. Review the write
off report 2013 and sort out the highest write off cost items.

l
Step 2: Summarize the write off cost of the highest write off cost
items which are resulted from the current ordering process.

1

~

Step 3: Brainstorming with the associated ABC employees who are
involving with the highest write off cost item .

...
Step 4: Draw the process mapping to review the as-is phase in/phase
out process.

i
Step 5: Use Fishbone analysis to identify the root causes of high
write off in the phase out process.

l
Step 6: Propose the new DMAIC model to solve the problem.

~

[~-S-te_p_7_:_c_o_n_c_lu_s_i_on~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~J
Source: Author
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3.1 Data Collection

The research is designed as a single case study on the mouth wash products of the
ABC by using the data from multiple sources. Two types of data are gathered. First,
the secondary data is obtained from document reviews. The related documents in
2013 such as write off report, order quantity, sales forecast report and so on are
reviewed. All related reports can be gathered from the Company's database and the
responsible departments. Second, the primary data is gathered from the brainstorming
with the company's employees who are involving with the selected materials. A brain
stonning session is set where the involving people are invited to join the session. The
details of both document reviews and brainstonning are as follows :

3.1.1 Document Reviews

Relevant secondary data that currently exist in the Company are searched, gathered
and analyzed with an aim to answer the research questions. Four main reports i.e.
write off report of the packaging materials, phase in phase out report, order quantity
records and the sales forecast reports of the mouth wash products are reviewed as
seem in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Required Data and its Sources
No

Data

Source

1.

Packaging material write off report 2013

Supply & Finance Department

2.

Phase In/Phase Out Report

Supply Department

3.

Order Quantity Records

Sourcing Department

4.

Sales Forecast Report

Marketing Department

Source: Author

The data from the write off report in 2013 which occurred in the packaging material
of mouthwash products are gathered and shown in Table 3.2. As the ABC has
quarterly inventory checking, the stock of the packaging materials can be shown in
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quarter. In addition, the inventory checking is normally done to identify the amount of
the expired materials as well as the discontinued stock that must be phased out.

Table 3.2: Write off Cost of the Mouth Wash Packaging Materials in 2013
Packaging
Material
Type
1
Sticker Label
Front Label
291,406
Back Label
18,600
Bundle Label
4,510
Other Materials
Bottle
1,259
Neck Shrink
Screw Cap
Total
315,775

Write off cost (THB)
Quarter
2
4
3
150,299

End of Year Value
Percent
THB

-

177,121
165,402
8,801

2, 192, 106
2,300,607
32,500

2,810,932
2,484,609
45,811

48.91 %
43.23%
0.80%

30,183

821

-

-

-

180,482

352,145

215,943
130,560
26,861
4,898,577

248,206
130,560
26,861
5,746,979

4.32%
2.27%
0.47%
100 %

Remarks: The high write off in quarter four is caused from all expired and obsolete stocks
which occurred during a year have to destroy before the end of the year.

Source: ABC Database

The data from the write off report shows that the write off cost of the sticker label is
the highest comparing to other packaging materials. Among all types of sticker, the
front label has highest proportion followed by the back label and the bundle label,
respectively. Thus, only front label is focused in this study to avoid any possible
confusion from the different details of the materials.

To identify the root causes of the high write off cost of the front label sticker, the
phase in/phase out report, the order quantity records and the sales forecast report are
reviewed in the next step. The volume of traditional order quantity of the front label
stickers as well as the frequency of the orders is collected. The comparisons of the
order quantity, the actual used quantity, and the excess stock of the front label sticker
would show the waste of the unused materials that will occur after the label change in
September, as plmmed. The details of the data reviewed from these documents are
presented in the data analysis part in the next chapter.
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3.1.2 Brainstorming

To better understand the as-is situation and the current phase in/phase out process
mapping, the data from the involving people are required. The brainstonning session
was performed. The main objective is to understand the detailed procedures of the
purchasing and inventory managing of the packaging materials as well as the phase
out procedures to deal with the write off of the said materials from. The ordinary
process mapping of the phase in-phase out process of the packaging materials and the
root causes of the high write off cost are expected to obtain from the brain stonning
session. The key participants of the brainstonning group are:
1. Supply network planning (SNP) manager who provides the demand or
forecasts from the marketing depaiiment to the company.
2. Supply planner manager who controls for the planning of the products
including the packaging materials.
3. Sourcing manager who controls for the purchasing of the products including
the packaging materials.

The question "What is the cause of high write off costs in the phase out process of
front labels?" is set as the key question in the discussion guide of the brainstonning
session. Lots of data were gathered from the involving people in the session. The data
were used to draw the process mapping and to analyze the root causes of the high
write off cost problem in the Fishbone Diagram as well.

3.2 Data Analysis

Data analysis can be categorized into three parts. First, the process mapping of the
phase in-phase out process of the packaging is drawn based on the data gathered from
the brainstonning session. Second the root causes of the problem are analyzed with
the fishbone analysis. Finally the write off quantity and cost of the front label stickers
are analyzed. Then the order quantity and actual used quantity are compared. The
details are as follows:
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3.2.1 Process Mapping

The current process of the phase in phase out of the front label sticker is mapped. The
details are shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Process Mapping of Phase In/Phase Out Front Label
NPD
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Remarks: NPD stands for New Product Development
SNP stands for Supply Network Planning
Source: Compiled for this Study

For the as-is process of phase in phase out packaging material, the four departments
i.e. Marketing, New Product Development (NPD), Supply Network Planning and
supply planner are involving. The phase in process starts when the New product
development (NPD) department receives the timeline to phase in new artwork of front
labels from marketing. In parallel, Supply network planners (SNP) also receive the
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sales forecast from marketing to source the current packaging materials to fulfill the
demand of the customers that still exist before the change to the new package design.

After receiving the requirement from SNP, the supply planner checks the current
inventory stock to identify whether the materials are sufficient enough to respond to
the requirement. If not, the planner has to issue purchasing orders based on the
traditional order quantities to suppliers.

The traditional order quantity is usually used any time when the order is placed. In
the traditional order quantity, the purchase volume of each material is fixed. The
fixed quantity is set by the sourcing department. The sourcing team uses the sales
forecast data from the marketing department to calculate the approximated numbers
of the materials that will be used in the three month period, plus with some buffer
stock. Then the sourcing team contacts the suppliers and asks the suppliers to quote
the price of the big lot materials in order to earn the price competitive from the big lot
size. The price negotiation is done and lowest unit price of each material is gained.
The new material with the sufficient volume for three-month used will be phased in
when the price is satisfactory. The next lot of the materials can be ordered anytime
when they are out of stock. As such, the new orders can be placed before or after
three months. However, the same lot size in which the order quantity is fixed must be
placed. The order quantity is varied among different materials.

Regarding the nature of the mouth wash that is an FMCG product, the ABC has a
policy to change the packaging pe1iodically. This is to make the product fresh in the
market. The time line to use the current packaging and to switch to the new
packaging is set in advance in the annual strategic plan. Supply planners have to
respond to all demands from marketing until the new packaging i.e. new front label is
ready to be phased in. However, most of the timeline of phase in process is delay, the
supply planers have to keep the stock to be available throughout the period. Once the
new material arrives, it would take place the current material and make it obsolete
and unable to be used anymore. All existing stock of the current material must be
phased out by the supply department. Hence, the write off of the excess stock occur.
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3.2.2 Fishbone Analysis

To understand the high write off quantity and cost of the outdated packaging material,
the Fishbone Diagram concept is utilized. As the data indicated that the highest write
off cost of the packaging material is from the phase in phase out process, about 5 7. 64
percent of overall write off cost (as seen in Figure 3.2), the fishbone analysis is
focused only on this material. The data used for fishbone analysis were collected from
the brain stonning session with the supply network planning manager, supply planner
manager and sourcing manager who had to be involved in phase in phase out process
and the write off process.

The Fishbone diagram is drawn by starting with the problem at the fish head, align the
related departments at the spine of the fish who might involve increasing the write off
costs. Then brainstorm with the team about the factors of each department and put it
in as a sub branch as show in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Fishbone Analysis
Supplier
Marketing
Demand unstable

Pop-up demand
(Support demand before
new front label phase in)

Inflexible to change
Production plan

too long

Cause of high write off
cost in phase out process
of Front Label
Planner order more QTY than requirements
(in case of last requirement of phase out front label)
Sourcing

Planner

Source: ABC Database

The Fishbone diagram was completely drawn with the potential causes, both inside
and outside the Company. Each cause might be able or unable to be controlled. The
details of each cause can be categorized and discussed by departments as follows:
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Marketing Department: The demand fluctuation might increase, decrease or
discontinue immediately. The planners have to keep stock for supporting any
requirements which impact the inventory if the requirements drop or are
discontinued without planning.

Planner Depa11ment: The planner would like to order before a nonnal lead
time. In this case lead time for ordering front labels is 21 days but the planner
will place orders before 30 days, the requirements are able to be changed
anytime. Moreover for the fixed traditional order quantity, the planner placed
order quantity more than requirements which might be the excess stock.

Sourcing Department: Planner places order quantity based on traditional order
quantity which was identified by the sourcing team. The objective of the
sourcing team is to find the feasible quantity with the lowest price per unit.
Sourcing specified the traditional order quantity of front labels which can
cover requirements for three months.

Supplier Department: Suppliers set up lead time to place an order which is 21
days for reserving production plans and preparing the resources for supporting
our orders. As mentioned in the marketing section that the requirement always
changes weekly, so the planners have insufficient time to revise orders.

After applying the Fishbone diagram, various causes of problem are identified. The
excess inventory occurred from the traditional order quantity in that the amount of the
material is fixed. This traditional order quantity policy is practical in the ordinary time
since the Company could gain benefits from the lowest unit price of the materials.
However, it causes some problems in the period of changing from the current to the
new packaging material. Since the cmTent material would be discontinuously used in
the next period, ordering the big lot with large quantity would bring the excessive
stock. The remaining materials after switching to the new design would be no value.
The elimination of these materials would cost high write off cost. The potential
improvement strategies are discussed in the next chapter.
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3.2.3 Analysis of the Write Off Report and other Secondary Data

The analysis of the write off cost of the mouth wash packaging material as well as the
other related data are perfonned in the next Chapter as a part of the DMAIC Model.

3.3 Proposed Model

To develop new working process models that can protect ABC from the excessively
high write off costs, the procedure should be done in five steps as follows:

3.3.1 Define

This phase is proposed to define the problems which need improvement. The
researcher collected data from the package material write off report which is in
ABC's database, then exports the excel file. The researcher found that from all types
of package material, the highest write off cost is in the front label. Then, the front
label was selected to study because of the highest write off cost as shown in Table 3.2
above.

3.3.2 Measure

This phase is proposed to measure the range of the problem. The researcher focused
on cause analysis which shows the quantity and value of waste. The report showed the
reason to write off which required comments, the planner or the related person needs
to give the reasons for the approval. The researcher realized that the highest
percentage in the phase in/phase out of the front label process is the main increase of
the write off cost as shown in Figure 3.2 above. The researcher should do more
analysis to find the root cause.

3.3.3. Analyze

To understand the root cause and find the improvement for preventing the future
recurrence, the following analysis steps are below:
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After the analysis based on the historical data and document review, the actual
problem was focused on the phase out activity which has to make write offs of the
unused and discontinued material. A Fishbone Diagram helps to display the various
causes and factors of problems by brainstonning with the cross-functional team which
needs to answer why the problems happen.

Concerning with the process mappmg, the researcher scope down at the process
which might increase the high write off cost, then the researcher would like to find the
infonnation and gap between the purchasing and ordering processes which are
involved with the planner and sourcing departments, to understand the current
processes which might be the main cause.

Mentioned to the as-is phase in/phase out process, the researcher found the problem
on the ordering process which the planner have to place the order based on the
traditional order quantity, more than the requirement that they needed. It has the
potential to rise up the excess stock and write off increasing.

The researcher use the forecast requirement of fifteen items to calculate and review
the usage and waste as shown in Table 3.3 and 3.4 above. If the planner order based
on the traditional order quantity after consume as forecast requirement, the wastes of
front label 1,338,712 pieces will left which have to destroy further.

3.3.4 Improve

The improvement process is to manage the phase in/phase out inventory which
understands the cmTent process and adjusts to the to-be process in parallel to reduce
waste and minimize the write off cost. The researcher obtained the forecast
requirements of the fifteen front label phase in/phase out project as shown in Table
3 .4. The requirements of fifteen current front labels will be used to compare the waste
reduction between based on the traditional order quantity and the flexible order
quantity. After improving, the waste of fifteen front labels must be left less than the
waste amount as shown in Table 3.4 and furthe1more the next annual write off cost
should be less than previous year.
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3.3.5 Control

In this phase, the researcher proposed the corrective action to measure the write off
cost improvement, control and monitor continuously and share with the supply
planner team to adopt this improvement to manage other package material or raw
material and minimize the write off cost which prevents it reoccurring again. The
researcher will review and analyze the write off report by quarter and compare it with
the same quarter in the previous year to measure the write off cost reduction.

3.4 Summary

The research is designed as a single case study. The data collection was conducted
through document review and brainstonning. For the document review, the researcher
gathers existing information through the packaging materials write off report 2013
and the basis traditional order quantity of front label. For brainstonning, the
researcher gathers information through discussions with cross-functional teams who
are involved in the phase in/phase out process, analyze the process flow by finding the
gap in the process, using fishbone diagrams to find the root causes which can find the
improvements in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION AND CRITICAL DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
This chapter presents the results of the data collection and data analysis as well as the
critical discussion of the results. The current processes cause high write off costs of
front labels. The recommended process improvement to minimize the excess stock or
waste is proposed based on the DMAIC approach. The as-is process is drawn in order
to identify the critical areas in the process that need improvement. The new process is
designed and presented in the next stage. Finally, the control step is proposed to
monitor the performance of all processes of the new design to sustain and minimize
the write off costs. The data analysis results are presented based on the five stages of
the DMAIC approach in five sections.

4.1 Define: To Scope Down the Problem

The mouth wash product of ABC Company is selected in this study since the
Company has a plan to use the new packaging i.e. new front and back label stickers in
the coming September 2014. The 2013 write off reports of the packaging material
were focused in order to identify the materials that yield the highest write off quantity
and cost. The front label sticker carried the highest write off cost among all types of
sticker and other packaging materials as well. Thus, the front label sticker is focused.

Figure 4.1: Packaging Material Write Off Cost 2013
Write Off Cost of Packaging Material 2013

Front Label
53%

Screw Cap

o.an1.
Neck Shrin~
2.27%

Back Label
46%

Bundle Label

1%

Source: ABC Database
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4.2 Measure: To Determine What to Measure and How to Measure

To identify the problem, relevant data were gathered. As the front label of mouthwash
product is focused in this study, the 2013 write off quantity and cost of front labels
were collected. The details such as quantity of each item, cost of each item and reason
to destroy are emphasized. Figure 4.2 shows the reasons of the packaging materials to
be writing off. The results indicate that the largest write off cost was from the phase
in-phase out process followed by the expired materials.
Figure 4.2: Cause of the Write Off Cost in Front Label 2013
Cause of the write off Front Label
Quollty Issue
0 .47%

&pl red
4 1i.8"'

Source: ABC Database

The write off cost from phase in-phase out processes is selected to study in this
research. ABC Company lost the benefit of about 57.64 percent of all front label write
off costs in 2013 or around 1.6 million baht from this problem. The Company would
gain benefit if this problem is eliminated or reduced.

4.3 Analyze: To Identify the Root Cause of the Problem

The mouth wash product is focused in this study because the Company has a plan to
change the front and back label from the current design to the new design in
September 2014. However, the current front and back label stickers are still required
to serve the customer demand in the transitory period before changing. The Company
has to order the new lot of the current front label sticker, as the last lot. Regarding to
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the Company policy, only fixed quantity of the material, in large lot size, could be
ordered. This last lot size would provide high impact on the write off cost since the
customer demand in this transitory period before changing to the new design is much
less than the order size. Thus, the excessive stock of the unused material can be
predicted. Consequently, the high write off cost is undoubtedly occurred. To prevent
the Company from the unnecessary write off cost, the quantity of the material that
will be ordered as the last lot must be critically considered.

The actual order quantity and actual use quantity is analyzed as well as the traditional
order quantity and the sales forecast volume of each product. As there are three types
of the mouth wash product of the ABC, namely mouth wash A, B and C and the
products are distributed to five countries; China, Vietnam, Malaysia, Indonesia, and
Thailand where the different languages are used for each country, there are a total of
15 designs of the mouth wash product. All fifteen categories are included in this
study. The historical data of the actual orders and actual uses of the front label
material of mouth wash A that is distributed in Thailand in 2013 are presented in
Table 4.1 and the same data of all fifteen mouth wash products are presented in Table
4.2 as follows:

Table 4.1: Order Quantity, Demand Forecast and Actual Use of the Front Label
of Mouth Wash A (Thailand)
Trimester/
Month2014

1

2

3

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August*
September

Order
Quantity
(Piece)

Actual Use
(Pieces)

150,000

Remaining
Stock (Piece)

66,804
39,924
39,924
59,916
150,000
19,924
39,924
19,916
NIA
New Front Label Phase In

Remarks: Demand Forecast for August is 66,804 Pieces
Source: ABC Database
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83,196
43,272
3,348
93,432
73,508
33,584
13,668
NIA

The customer demands were forecasted by the marketing department. For the order
quantity, as discussed previously that the sourcing department has calculated the lot
size and negotiated on price. So the order quantity of each material is fixed in both
volume and price. The 150,000 pieces of front material of mouth wash A selling in
Thailand is fixed. However, at the end of July, 2014, the cunent stock of the material
was 13,668 pieces while the demand for August was 66,804 pieces. This indicated
that 53, 136 pieces of material was required. If the traditional purchasing of the front
label of mouth wash A is perfonned as usual, the 150,000 pieces must be ordered.
This would yield the 96,864 pieces of material left unused since the new front label of
mouth wash A will be used in September.

In case that the materials in the remaining stock have some problems such as the
material is expired or unable to be used with any reasons, the last lot size is still
exceed the customer demand. Table 4.2 shows the excessive front label materials of
all fifteen mouth wash products regardless of the remaining stock of each item. These
materials must be phased out when the new design is launched in September 2014.

If the Furthermore, on traditional order quantity is placed, the large amount of the

excessive stock would be left for all mouth wash products. For example, if the
traditional order quantity of 150,000 pieces 1s ordered for mouth wash A, the
excessive stock would be about 96,864 pieces where the remaining stock from
previous orders is not counted. Similarly, if the traditional order quantity of 150,000
pieces is ordered for mouth wash B selling in Thailand, the excessive stock would be
about 107 ,592 pieces would be illustrated. And if the traditional order quantity is
utilized for all fifteen mouth wash items, the 1,338,712 pieces of the front labels must
exist. This would make the ABC to hold the large amount of waste in which the
excessive write off cost would be afforded by the Company. In detailed Order
Quantity, Demand Forecast and Actual Use of the Front Label of another fourteen
items are shown in Appendix A.
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Table 4.2: The Waste Amount of Phase Out Front Label
Front Label

Mouth Wash A (Thailand)

Demand Forecast Order Volume
(Piece)
(Piece)
53,136
150,000

Waste Amount*
(Piece)
96,864

Mouth Wash B (Thailand)

42,408

150,000

107,592

Mouth Wash C {Thailand)

27,132

80,000

52,868

Mouth Wash A (China)

104,316

300,000

195,684

Mouth Wash B (China)

67,428

150,000

82,572

Mouth Wash C (China)

60,336

150,000

89,664

Mouth Wash A (Vietnam)

55,464

150,000

94,536

Mouth Wash B (Vietnam)

34,680

150,000

115,320

Mouth Wash C (Vietnam)

12,660

80,000

67,340

Mouth Wash A (Malaysia)

54,072

150,000

95,928

Mouth Wash B (Malaysia)

36,864

80,000

43,136

Mouth Wash C (Malaysia)

38,868

80,000

41, 132

Mouth Wash A {Indonesia)

54,624

150,000

95,376

Mouth Wash B {Indonesia)

46,104

150,000

103,896

Mouth Wash C {Indonesia)

23,196

80,000

56,804

Total
Source: Calculated based on ABC Database

1,338,712

Referring to the fishbone analysis in Chapter 3, the high write off cost of the phase
out materials is resulted from several causes. The demand fluctuation was buffered by
the marketing and sourcing department. Even though the demand is forecasted
monthly, the packaging materials are purchased for three month period. However the
Company is not suffer from the inventory holding cost that much since the price per
unit of the packaging material is lowest when the large quantity is ordered at a time.
For the other causes from the suppliers and the planner, it may be beyond the scope of
this study. Thus, only the fixed order quantity policy of the sourcing department is
focused in this study.

Considering the phase in phase out process mapping, as shown again in Figure 4.3,
the planner has to manage the inventory of current front labels in order to fulfill the
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requirement before the new front labels are phased in. In case of out of stock or not
enough stock to support demand, the planner had to place the order to suppliers based
on traditional order quantities which are from the sourcing team are fixed and the
planner cannot order less than the agreement. The sourcing team set up an order
quantity in order to cover the requirements for around three months. From that reason
the planner has to order the phase out stock more than the actual requirements and the
excess stock is accumulated after cutoff all requirements.

Figure 4.3: As-Is Process Shows Excess Front Label Order
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To improve this process, the new ordering policy should be changed. The actual
requirements should be counted into the consideration. Moreover, the flexible order
quantity should be applied. However, as the lowest unit price of the packaging
material is gained from the big lot size, the appropriate price of the materials would be
also taken into the consideration. The debating of the order quantity and the unit price
must be done in order for the ABC to gain the optimal profit. If the appropriate
34
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quantity is identified and placed, the write off cost of the packaging material would
also be minimized. Hence, the improvement plan is presented in the next section.

4.4 Improve: To Determine Problem Solving

Considering the as-is process, the planner has to place the last lot order to make the
front labels available for all customer demands if there is not enough stock of the
materials before phasing out. The flexible order quantity is proposed to take place the
traditional order quantity in the big lot. Even though the unit price of the material is
higher, the total expanse may be less since the order quantity is less. Consequently,
the remaining of the unused stocks should be less and, in tum, the write off cost is
expected to be less. As such, the improvement strategy is proposed as the to-be
process in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: To-Be Process
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To obtain the appropriate price of the materials and minimize the excessive front label
orders, the sourcing team was asked to request the suppliers to break down the range
of order quantity from only one price for the large lot size to be several price ranges
varying by the order quantity. This activity was done and the results for mouth wash
A selling in Thailand is shown in Table 4.3. The breaking price details of other mouth
wash items are shown in Appendix B.

Table 4.3: Unit Price of Front Label Mouth Wash A (Thailand)
Range of Quantity (Piece)
Price/Piece (THB)
0.952
20,000 - 45,000
0.643
50,000 - 75,000
0.489
80,000 - 145,000
0.348
150,000 and up
Source: Sourcing Department of the ABC Company

Regarding to the price options obtained from the breaking pnce strategy, the
computation of the order quantity, waste and waste value can be for mouth wash A
selling in Thailand can be proposed as an example in Table 4.4 as follows:

Table 4.4: Price Options of the Front Label of the Mouth Wash A (Thailand)
Range of
Quantity
(Pieces)

Price/Piece
(THB)

Order
Quantity
(Piece)

Waste
Amount
(Piece)

Waste
Value

Remark

(TllB)

20,000 - 45,000

0.952

-

-

-

50,000 - 75,000

0.643

55,000

1,864

1,198.55

80,000 - 145,000

0.489

80,000

26,864

13,136.50

Too less quantity
Suitable
More than required

Traditional order
quantity fixed
Remarks: The demand forecast for Mouth Wash A (Thailand) in August is 53,136 pieces

150,000

0.348

150,000

96,864

33,708.67

Source: Calculated based on ABC Database

From Table 4.4, the sourcing team fixed the traditional order quantity of mouth wash
A (Thailand) which the planner has to place the order at 150,000 pieces with the
lowest cost, but the required requirement need only 53, 136 pieces. The 96,864 pieces
of front label will be waste. This causes a total purchase of THB 52,200 where the
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waste of 96,864 pieces unused material cost THB 33,708.67. But if the flexible order
quantity is applied, the order quantity of 55,000 pieces can be selected with the unit
price of THB 0.643. The total cost of purchasing would be THB 35,365 where the
waste from unused 1,864 pieces is only THB. 1,198.55. however, if the total of
80,000 pieces is ordered to earn the lower price of THB 0.489 per unit, the waste of
26,864 pieces should be remaining.

From the same logic of thinking, the price options obtained from the breaking price
strategy is applied to all fifteen categories of the mouth wash products. The results are
shown in Table 4.5
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Table 4.5: Flexible Quantity Order, Total Cost per Order and Waste
Front label
Mouth Wash
Item
A (Thailand)

B (Thailand)

C (Thailand)

A (China)

August
Range of Quantity
Requirement
(Piece)
(Piece)
53,136

42,408

27,132

104,316

Price/Piece
(THB)

Remark

Total Cost per
Order
Quantity
Order
(Piece)
(THB)

Cost of
Waste
(THB)

Waste
Amount
(Piece)

*Total Cost
(THB)

-

-

-

-

-

Suitable

55,000

35,365

1,864

1,199

36,564

0.489

More than required

80,000

39,120

26,864

13, 136

52,256

150,000 - 295,000

0.348

150,000

52,200

96,864

33,709

85,909

20,000 - 45,000

0.841

Traditional order
quantity basis
Suitable

45,000

37,845

2,592

2,180

40,025

50,000 - 75,000

0.577

More than required

50,000

28,850

7,592

4,381

33,231

80,000 - 145,000

0.446

More than required

80,000

35,680

37,592

16,766

52,446

150,000 - 295,000

0.303

150,000

45,450

107,592

32,600

78,050

20,000 - 45,000

0.621

Traditional order
quantity basis
Suitable

30,000

18,630

2,868

1,781

20,411

50,000 - 75,000

0.445

More than required

50,000

22,250

22,868

10,176

32,426

80,000 - 145,000

0.360

80,000

28,800

52,868

19,032

47,832

20,000 - 45,000

0.952

Traditional order
quantity basis
Too less quantity

-

-

-

-

-

50,000 - 75,000

0.643

Too less quantity

-

-

-

-

-

80000 - 145,000

0.489

Suitable

105,000

51,345

684

334

51,679

150,000 - 295,000

0.348

More than required

150,000

52,200

45,684

15,898

68,098

300,000 Up

0.300

Traditional order
quantity basis

300,000

90,000

195,684

58,705

148,705

20,000 - 45,000

0.952

Too less quantity

50,000 - 75,000

0.643

80,000 - 145,000
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Table 4.5: Flexible Quantity Order, Total Cost per Order and Waste (Continued)
Front label
Mouth Wash
Item
B (China)

C (China)

A (Vietnam)

B (Vietnam)

August
Range of Quantity
Requirement
(Piece)
(Piece)
67,428
20,000 - 45 ,000

60,336

55,464

34,680

Price/Piece
(THB)

Remark

Order
Total Cost per
Quantity Order Quantity
(Piece)
(THB)

Waste
Amount
(Piece)

Cost of
Waste
(TllB)

*Total Cost
(THB)

-

-

-

-

-

Suitable

70,000

40,390

2,572

1,484

41,874

0.446

More than required

80,000

35,680

12,572

5,607

41,287

150,000 - 295 ,000

0.303

150,000

45,450

82,572

25 ,019

70,469

20,000 - 45,000

0.621

Traditional order
quantity basis
Too less quantity

-

-

-

-

-

50,000 - 75,000

0.445

Suitable

65,000

28,925

4,664

2,075

31,000

80,000 - 145,000

0.360

More than required

80,000

28,800

19,664

7,079

35,879

150,000 - 295,000

0.272

150,000

40,800

89,664

24,389

65, 189

20,000 - 45,000

0.952

Traditional order
quantity basis
Too less quantity

-

-

-

-

-

50,000 - 75,000

0.643

Suitable

60,000

38,580

4,536

2,917

41,497

80,000 - 145,000

0.489

More than required

80,000

39,120

24,536

11,998

51 ,118

150,000 - 295,000

0.348

150,000

52,200

94,536

32,899

85,099

20,000 - 45,000

0.841

Traditional order
quantity basis
Suitable

35,000

29,435

320

269

29,704

50,000 - 75,000

0.577

More than required

50,000

28,850

15,320

8,840

37,690

80,000 - 145,000

0.446

More than required

80,000

35,680

45,320

20,213

55,893

150,000 - 295,000

0.303

Traditional order
quantity basis

150,000

45,450

115,320

34,942

80,392

0.841

Too less quantity

50,000 - 75 ,000

0.577

80,000 - 145,000
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Table 4.5: Flexible Quantity Order, Total Cost per Order and Waste (Continued)
Front label
Mouth Wash
Item
C (Vietnam)

A (Malaysia)

B (Malaysia)

C (Malaysia)

August
Range of Quantity
Requirement
(Piece)
(Piece)
12,660

54,072

36,864

38,868

Price/Piece
(THB)

Remark

Order
Total Cost per
Quantity Order Quantity
(THB)
(Piece)

Waste
Amount
(Piece)

Cost of
Waste
(THB)

*Total Cost
(THB)

20,000 - 45,000

0.621

Suitable

20,000

12,420

7,340

4,558

16,978

50,000 - 75 ,000

0.445

More than required

50,000

22,250

37,340

16,616

38,866

80,000 - 145,000

0.360

80,000

28,800

67,340

24,242

53,042

20,000 - 45,000

0.952

Traditional order
quantity basis
Too less quantity

-

-

-

-

-

50,000 - 75,000

0.643

Suitable

55 ,000

35,365

928

597

35,962

80,000 - 145,000

0.489

More than required

80,000

39,120

25,928

12,679

51,799

150,000 - 295,000

0.348

150,000

52,200

95,928

33,383

85,583

20,000 - 45,000

0.841

Traditional order
quantity basis
Suitable

40,000

33,640

3,136

2,637

36,277

50,000 - 75,000

0.577

More than required

50,000

28,850

13, 136

7,579

36,429

80,000 - 145 ,000

0.446

80,000

35,680

43 ,136

19,239

54,919

20,000 - 45,000

0.621

Traditional order
quantity basis
Suitable

40,000

24,840

1,132

703

25,543

50,000 - 75,000

0.445

More than required

50,000

22,250

11, 132

4,954

27,204

80,000 - 145,000

0.360

Traditional order
quantity basis

80,000

28,800

41,132

14,808

43,608
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Table 4.5: Flexible Quantity Order, Total Cost per Order and Waste (Continued)
Front label
Mouth Wash
Item
A (Indonesia)

B (Indonesia)

C (Indonesia)

August
Range of Quantity
Requirement
(Piece)
(Piece)
54,624
20,000 - 45,000

46,104

23,196

Price/Piece
(TllB)

Remark

Order
Total Cost per
Quantity Order Quantity
(Piece)
(TllB)

Waste
Amount
(Piece)

Cost of
Waste
(TllB)

*Total Cost
(TllB)

-

-

-

-

-

Suitable

55,000

35,365

376

242

35,607

0.489

More than required

80,000

39,120

25,376

12,409

51,529

150,000 - 295,000

0.348

150,000

52,200

95,376

33,191

85 ,391

20,000 - 45,000

0.841

Traditional order
quantity basis
Too less quantity

-

-

-

-

-

50,000 - 75,000

0.577

Suitable

50,000

28,850

3,896

2,248

31,098

80000 - 145,000

0.446

More than required

80,000

35,680

33,896

15, 118

50,798

150,000 - 295,000

0.303

150,000

45,450

103,896

31,480

76,930

20,000 - 45 ,000

0.621

Traditional order
quantity basis
Suitable

25,000

15,525

1,804

1,120

16,645

50,000 - 75,000

0.445

More than required

50,000

22,250

26,804

11,928

34,178

80000 - 145,000

0.360

Traditional order
quantity basis

80,000

28,800

56,804

20,449

49,249

0.952

Too less quantity

50,000 - 75,000

0.643

80000 - 145,000

Remarks: *Total cost= Total Cost per Order Quantity+ Cost of Waste
Source: Calculated based on ABC Database
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For some item such as front label of C (China), B (Vietnam), B (Malaysia) and

c

(Malaysia) in Table 4.5, if more quantity than suitable range is purchased, the total
cost would be cheaper. Nevertheless, the waste will left more which the cost of waste
will raise up the total cost of that item. Therefore, the lowest total cost is
recommended to be order size of last lot order before the phasing in of the new design
front labels for all items. This would help the Company to respond effectively to the
customer demands of the existing products before launching the new front label. Also,
as the remaining of unused material is low, the write off cost would also be
minimized, accordingly. The total cost per order quantity is summarized in Table 4.6.
The comparison of total cost per order quantity between the traditional order quantity
and the flexible order quantity is shown.

Table 4.6: Comparison of the Total Cost per Order between
Traditional Order Quantity and the Flexible Order Quantity Strategy
Front Label
Mouth Wash
Item
A (Thailand)
B (Thailand)
C (Thailand)
A (China)
B (China)
C (China)
A (Vietnam)
B (Vietnam)
C (Vietnam)
A (Malaysia)
B (Malaysia)
C (Malaysia)
A (Indonesia)
B (Indonesia)
C (Indonesia)
Total
Remarks:

Total Cost per Order (THB)
Traditional Order
Quantity*
52,200
45,450
28,800
90,000
45,450
40,800
52,200
45,450
28,800
52,200
35,680
28,800
52,200
45,450
28,800
672,280

Flexible Order
Quantity**
35,365
28,850
18,630
51,345
35,680
28,925
38,580
29,435
12,420
35,365
33,640
24,840
35,365
28,850
15,525
452,815

Decrease
Value
(THB)
16,835
16,600
10,170
38,655
9,770
11,875
13,620
16,015
16,380
16,835
2,040
3,960
16,835
16,600
13,275
219,465

Percentage
32%
37%
35%
43%
21%
29%
26%
35%
57%
32%
6%
14%
32%
37%
46%
33%

..
* Total Cost per order for the Traditional
Order Quantity 1s calculated by the fixed

**

order quantity of each item (as seen in Table 4.2) multiplied by the unit price
(as seen in the Appendix B)
Total Cost per order for the Flexible Order Quantity is calculated by the selected
order quantity (as seen in Table 4.5) of each item multiplied by the unit price (as
seen in the Appendix B)
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If the planner places orders at the practical order quantity level which are appropriate

with the requirements, the remaining excess stock would be reduced. The total cost
per order of all fifteen items would be minimized by 33 percent and ABC can reduce
the expenditure to purchase the front label about 219,465 baht in this phase in/phase
out project. If the write off cost is considered regardless of the purchase value (total
cost per order), the estimated write off cost of the flexible order quantity is much less
than the write off cost of the traditional order quantity. As presented in Table 4.7, a
total of THB 407,419.44 can be minimized if the flexible order quantity is utilized
only for the mouth wash product. The larger amount of the write off cost would be
minimized if this strategy is utilized for all product items of the ABC Company.

Table 4. 7: Comparison of the Estimated Write Off Cost between
Traditional Order Quantity and the Flexible Order Quantity Strategy
Front Label Mouth
Wash Item
A (Thailand)
B (Thailand)
C (Thailand)
A (China)
B (China)
C (China)
A (Vietnam)
B (Vietnam)
C (Vietnam)
A (Malaysia)
B (Malaysia)
C (Malaysia)
A (Indonesia)
B (Indonesia)
C (Indonesia)
Total
Remarks:

* Wnte
**

Estimate Write Off Cost (THB)
Traditional
Flexible
Order Quantity* Order Quantity**
1, 199.00
33,708.67
4,381.00
32,600.38
1,781.00
19,032.48
334.00
58,705.20
5,607.00
25,019.32
2,075.00
24,388 .61
2,917.00
32,898.53
269.00
34,941.96
4,558.00
24,242.40
597.00
33,382.94
2,637.00
19,238 .66
703.00
14,807.52
242.00
33,190.85
2,248.00
31,480.49
1,120.00
20,449.44
438,087.44
30,668.00
..

Discrepancy
Value (THB)
32,509.67
28,219.38
17,251.48
58,371.20
19,412.32
22,313.61
29,981.53
34,672.96
19,684.40
32,785.94
16,601.66
14,104.52
32,948.85
29,232.49
19,329.44
407,419.44

off cost for the Trad1t10nal Order Quantity is calculated by the waste in
pieces (as seen in Table 4.2) multiplied by the unit price (as seen in the
Appendix B)
Write off Cost per order for the Flexible Order Quantity is calculated by the
waste in pieces (as seen in Table 4.5) of each item multiplied by the unit price
(as seen in the Appendix B)
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Both criteria, traditional and flexible order quantity have different pros and cons. The
traditional order quantity may be suitable for the ordinary business context since the
lowest cost of the material is gained. However, the flexible order quantity would be
good as the last lot order in the transitory process in that the new packaging is plan to
launch while the current packaging is still selling in the market. This flexible order
quantity could also be applied for the products or materials that plan to be phase out
or not continually produced such as some seasonal products that sell in the three or six
months period.

4.5 Control: To Control the Sustain Improvement

The last step for DMAIC is the control phase. After improving the as-is process to be
the new to-be process, controlling of the new system is essential to ensure that the
sustainable waste reduction and minimum write off cost is perfonned. ABC should
modify its software to suggest the flexible quantity for the items that are planned to be
phased out.

ABC has to set up the responsibility person who could help controlling and
monitoring the purchasing of the phase out requirement which should be the planner
and sourcing team must take this responsible. Due to these two functions, involved in
this phase in/phase out process which the planner will know the forecast requirement
and monitor the waste and the sourcing team can required the quantity break down
from the supplier and control foe the acceptable cost.

In addition, Figure 4.6 presents the example of order quantity approval which the
researcher expects will help to suggest the practical order quantity to the planner in
order to phase out the material case. The sourcing team will take the responsibility to
approve the requested case by case order, to confinn that the ABC Company will not
carry the expensive costs. Due to the traditional order quantity, the best choice for the
lowest price in order of normal items which still have requirements continually, but
for the specific requirement which have a one-time order, the sourcing has to update
the quantity break down quotation from the supplier then the planner will find the
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practical order quantity which will be enough to fulfill demand. The planner has to get
the approval from the sourcing team before using that order quantity to place an order.

Figure 4.5: Order Quantity Approval
Requestor: Kano kwa n Roddam
Supplier:
JFK
Request dale : 12 Aug
Requirment; 54.624
Description

Item

FA(Tl-1)

Front label Mo uth Wash A (Thailand)

Piece

p~r

roll:

5.000

Rang of Quantity
(PC)
20.000
50,000
80.000
150.000
300,000 Up

Price

Optimum
Value of
Remaining
Order
Remaining
Quantity (PC) Stock (PC) S tock (Tiffi)

0.952
0 _643
0.48 9
0.348
0.300

55.000
80.000
150.000
300,000

376
25.376
95,376
245 ,376

Approved

242
12.409
33.1 9 1
73.613

Sourcing Manager

Source: Author

Moreover, the other control tool in order to minimize write off cost is the write off
report. The write off report will help the planner to track the total of write off cost and
the reason to write off by using the historical data to compare with the new quarter
which has write off costs.

4.6 Summary

Using the DMAIC model helped to identify the root cause of high write off costs and
recommend how to solve the problems to reduce the excess stock by proposing the
new process.

Brainstorming with the cross-functional teams gives more understand of the as-1s
process, and collecting the historical data of the packaging material write off report
2013 can help to define the extent of the problem. The historical data of the front label
write off cost in depth data report 2013 is able to scope down the problem. The
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fishbone analysis is visible to the team to find the root and gaps which occur from the
sourcing team fixed order quantity.

The discussion between related functions has been set up for the common
understanding of the as-is process and the proposal of the to-be process in order to
prevent the excess stock or waste and the high write off cost reoccurring. The control
phase ofDMAIC model can ensure the team that the improved process is sustained.
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CHAPTERV
SUMMARY FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

In this chapter, it explains the summary of the findings, conclusions, theoretical and
managerial implications, limitations and recommendation for future research based on
the analysis of the historical data. The accumulated excess stock and write off cost
continue to grow in ABC Company which led to losing a lot of money and affect the
inventory management. It requires the company to make a quick response
immediately to find the root cause of accumulation and minimize it.

5.1 Summary of the Findings

ABC Company was facing the problem of high write off costs. The researcher began
to collect the historical data of the write off report 2013. The results showed that the
sticker category had the highest write off cost which can be broken down by type;
Front Label, Back Label and Bundle Label. The highest write off cost is from front
label. Next was brainstonning with the cross-functional team composed of the supply
network planning manager, the supply planner manager and the sourcing manager to
understand the cmrent situation and process. Using the fishbone diagram to find the
root cause which increased the write off cost of front label was next. The researcher
found that the high write off costs were from the phase in/phase out process. Then, the
question is "What is the cause of high write off costs in the phase out process of front
label?"

Using the DMAIC model, the information in each step of define, measure, analyze,
improve and control was collected from related parties concerned with the excess
stock and high write off cost based on the actual data and brainstorming with the
cross-functional team. The process improvement of accumulated excess stock and
write off cost and recommendation can be summarized below.
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Concerning with the fixed order quantity, in this research it impacted the high write
off cost in the front label which the researcher proposed to applied the practical order
quantity to find the suitable order quantity to place orders. After applying the practical
order quantity of the fifteen front labels, the researcher found that the waste was
reduced. The total cost per order quantity of fifteen items will minimized 33 percent
and ABC can reduced the expenditure to purchase the front label about 219,465 baht
in this phase in/phase out project. If apply with another project which have to change
the new packaging material, it will help the company to save cost and reduce the
unnecessary expenditure.

5.2 Conclusions

The DMAIC concept and the five new processes are proposed to ABC in order to
understand how to solve the problems in the right way. It helps the company to reduce
the front label excess stock and write off costs which make the company lose money
of 219 ,465 baht from the root cause where the sourcing is fixed the traditional order
quantity.

Applying the DMAIC concept made the problem visible to the cross-functional team
and helped to understand the root causes of the problem and know how to fix the
problem. The newly designed processes helped the company eliminate the inefficient
process or reduce the flaws which occurred in the process. Continuously sustained
improvement by supplementing more knowledge and providing training for the other
planners to increase their working efficiency and the right problem solving of the
order quantity criteria can help to reduce excess stock and write off accumulation.

5.3 Theoretical Implications

The DMAIC methodology is used in this study which consists of defining the
problem, measuring the scope of the problem based on the actual data and facts,
analyzing the root cause of the problem, improving the flaw of the current process and
controlling to ensure sustained improvements.
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According to Kumar et al. (2008), they recommended that the DMAIC tool help to
define the best method for improving the process and decreasing the variation in the
process by analyzing and improving specific areas. For this reason, this method is
used for this project to improve the ABC's accurate procurement process and increase
profitability.

Thus, it would be very beneficial for the ABC Company to control and manage the
phase out inventory because it can verify and clarify the research questions as to how
to minimize the write off costs of packaging materials. Other researchers could study
these theories and concepts in order to improve the procurement process in phase
in/phase out for other businesses. It would be profitable to minimize the excess stock
and the write off cost as the problem in FMCG business. This model is useful for this
project where the company has to destroy the waste as before.

5.4 Managerial Implications

ABC Company can prevent the decrease of ABC company profitability and turnover
by implementing the proposed model of the DMAIC concept. The tools enable the
personnel in the related parties in the company to have more collaboration by sharing
the problem and ideas, brainstorming to find the root causes of the problems and
finding the method of how to solve them:

The planner department should know how to decrease the excess stock and
manage the phase out of inventory in order to efficiently manage inventory.
The sourcing department should be aware to set up the order quantity and
correct the latest infonnation with the planner department and the supplier.
Finally, the new product development and the supply network plaiming should
share and work following the timeline to prevent the incidental delay of new
material phases in and the fluctuation requirement of current material as all
demand needed to serve.
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Moreover, it would be convenient for ABC to apply this technique to another material
or component which could decrease the write off cost to destroy waste also.

5.5 Limitations and Recommendations for Future Research

This research focuses on the minimization of excess stock and the write off cost of
packaging material compiling at ABC Company using the DMAIC concept. The
results of the data analysis show that the order quantity criteria and the ordering
process require improvement. There are several limitations to this case study as
mentioned below:

The write off report analyzed the packaging material and has a focus only on
the front label which has the highest write off cost to understand the cause of
this compilation and is recommended for improvement of the order to prevent
recurrence agam.
The study is based on the historical data from January 2013 to July 2014.
The volume of the traditional order quantity is come from the usage 2013
which average by trimester.
The study focused only on front label write off costs.
This research is conducted in the context of only a single manufacturer, the
FMCG manufacturer.

As the scope of this research is studied to minimization of excess stock and the write
off cost of packaging material, ABC has to respond to all the fluctuations demand of
front label from the market even increasing or decreasing requirements.

Another

condition is the fixed order quantity which the sourcing team set up. At that point the
researcher had to order according to lot sizes only.

The economic order quantity is reviewed which the condition are the constant demand
and constant price assumption, quantity or price discounts are not allowed as an
important factor to detennining the optimal order quantity and the according total
annual cost (Wisner et al., 2012). On the other hand, the front label of ABC Company
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has continually changed according to marketing requirement. Therefore, this theory
had limited to find the optimal quantity of the ordering.

The recommendation for the future research would be to check another packing
material and raw materials as there is the possibility of the accumulation of excess
stock and write off costs in these areas as there is no evaluation of stock. By reducing
unused stock and trimming the write off it will be more lean and efficient resulting in
less write off costs and optimum stock levels.

This case study focused only on the accumulation of excess stock and write off costs.

It is recommended to study the write off report, the traditional order quantity and
process improvement to ensure that the write off cost is in less value.

The DMAIC concept can be applied in other areas of the business as well as other
types of organization. Adopting this concept, the problems are understood from the
cause and the solution is recommended a designed to solve the specific problem.
Furthermore reviewed, the business process redesign is the technique of redesigning a
process to improve the performance. Business process redesign focuses on
reevaluating and rethinking the new business and can be redesigned by considering
the existing critical processes. Analysis and comparison of the alternative processes
can be done. Then, the measurement of the performance such as cost, lead time and
quality of the related processes would be performed in the final stage (Van der Aalst
& Van Hee, 1995).

For future study, the business process redesign is alternative method to improve the
current process which might eliminate the unnecessary flow/process or consolidate
the related processes such as the planner obtained the demand from the marketing and
might have responsibility to decide the order quantity for the last lot of requirements
directly to redesign the process to be quite short and according to objective.
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APPENDIX A
Demand Forecast Report and Front Labels Inventory of the Fifteen Mouth
Wash Products during January to August 2014
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Demand Forecast Report and Front Labels Inventory of the Fifteen Mouth
Wash Products during January to August 2014
Mouth Wash A (Thailand)
Trimester/Month

2014
1

2

3

Order
Quantity
(Piece)

Accumulated
Remain Stock
(Piece)

66,804

83,196

Feb

39,924

43,272

Mar

39,924

3,348

59,916

93,432

May

19,924

73,508

Jun

39,924

33,584

Jul

19,916

13,668

Aug

*66,804

**(53,136)

Jan

Apr

Sep

150,000

Usage
(Piece)

150,000

New Front Label Phase In

Mouth Wash B (Thailand)
Trimester/Month

2014
1

2

3

Jan

150,000

Usage
(Piece)

Accumulated
Remain Stock
(Piece)

21,958

128,042

Feb

30,646

97,396

Mar

58,318

39,078

Apr

150,000

46,870

142,208

May

80,614

61,594

Jun

9,578

52,016

Jul

29,566

22,450

Aug

*64,858

**(42,408)

Sep

Remarks:

Order
Quantity
(Piece)

New Front Label Phase In

*Demand Forecast for August
**Required the current front label to fulfill August's demand forecast.
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Mouth Wash C 'rThailand)
Trimester/Month

2014
1

2

3

Jan
Feb

Order
Quantity
(Piece)
80,000
80,000

Accumulated
Remain Stock
(Piece)

Usage
(Piece)
51,617

28,383

50,461

57,922

Mar
Apr

21,685

36,237

-

36,237

May

-

36,237

Jun

-

36,237

Jul

35,685
*27,684

552
**(27,132)

Aug
Sep

New Front Label Phase In

Mouth Wash A (China)
Trimester/Month

2014
1

2

Accumulated
Remain Stock
(Piece)

Usage
(Piece)
59,654

240,346

Feb

71,694

168,652

Mar
Apr

148,350

20,302

-

20,302

40,008

280,294

Jun

103,822

176,472

Jul

132,290

44,182

*Aug

*148,498

**(104,316)

Jan

May
3

Order
Quantity
(Piece)

Sep

300,000

300,000

New Front Label Phase In

Mouth Wash B (China)
Trimester/Month

2014
1

2

3

Usage
(Piece)

Accumulated
Remain Stock
(Piece)

38,934

111,066

Feb

18,928

92,138

Mar
Apr

76,924

15,214

18,928

146,286

May

18,928

127,358

Jun

78,928

48,430

Jul
*Aug

38,934

9,496

*76,924

**(67,428)

Jan

Sep

Remarks:

Order
Quantity
(Piece)
150,000

150,000

New Front Label Phase In

* Demand Forecast for August
**Required the current front label to fulfill August's demand forecast.
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Mouth Wash C (China)
Trimester/Month

2014
1

2

150,000

Accumulated
Remain Stock
(Piece)

Usage
(Piece)

61,184

88,816

Feb

72,928

15,888

Mar

-

15,888

Apr

-

15,888

40,184

125,704

Jun

72,928

52,776

Jul

40,184

12,592

*72,928

**(60,336)

Jan

May

3

Order
Quantity
(Piece)

150,000

Aug
Sep

New Front Label Phase In

Mouth Wash A 1Vietnam)
Trimester/Month

2014
1

Order
Quantity
(Piece)

62,326

87,674

42,334

45,340

91,414

103,926

Apr

42,334

61,592

May

42,334

19,258

Jan

150,000

Feb
Mar

2

150,000

107,134

62,124

Jul

42,334

Aug

*75,254

19,790
** (55,464)

Jun

3

Accumulated
Remain Stock
(Piece)

Usage
(Piece)

Sep

150,000

New Front Label Phase In

Mouth W ash B (Vietnam)
Trimester/Month

2014
1

2

98,115

Feb

51,885

46,230

Mar

-

46,230

Apr

-

46,230

51,885

144,344

Jun

51,885

92,459

Jul

51,885
*75,254

40,574

150,000

150,000

Aug
Sep

Remarks:

Accumulated
Remain Stock
(Piece)

Usage
(Piece)

51,885

Jan

May

3

Order
Quantity
(Piece)

**(34,680)

New Front Label Phase In

*Demand Forecast for August
**Required the current front label to fulfill August's demand forecast.
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Mouth Wash C (Vietnam)
Trimester/Month

2014
1

2

80,000

Accumulated
Remain Stock
(Piece)

Usage
(Piece)

20,510

59,490

Feb

30,000

29,490

Mar

19,584

9,906

Apr

-

9,906

Jan

30,000

59,906

Jun

52,056

7,850

Jul

-

7,850

*20,510

**(12,660)

May

3

Order
Quantity
(Piece)

80,000

Aug
Sep

New Front Label Phase In

M OU th W as h A (M a Iaysaa
. )
Trimester/Month

2014
1

Jan

Order
Quantity
(Piece)

150,000

Feb

3

Accumulated
Remain Stock
(Piece)

41,246

108,754

46,738

62,016

21,202

40,814

Apr

150,000

109,906

80,908

May

150,000

78,358

152,550

Jun

109,906

42,644

Jul

18,358

24,286

*78,358

**(54,072)

Mar

2

Usage
(Piece)

Aug
Sep

New Front Label Phase In

M OUthW as hB(MI
")
a aysia
Trimester/Month

2014
1

Order
Quantity
(Piece)

57,920

19,464

38,456

38,704

79,752

Apr

48,564

31,188

May

22,080

9,108

38,704

50,404

38,704

11,700

*48,564

**(36,864)

Mar

Jun

3

80,000
80,000

80,000

Jul
Aug
Sep

Remarks:

Accumulated
Remain Stock
(Piece)

22,080

Jan
Feb

2

Usage
(Piece)

New Front Label Phase In

*Demand Forecast for August
**Required the current front label to fulfill August's demand forecast.
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a ays1a
' )
Mouth Was hC(MI
Trimester/Month

2014
1

2

80,000

Accumulated
Remain Stock
(Piece)

Usage
(Piece)

26,525

53,475

Feb

26,525

26,950

Mar

-

26,950

46,384

60,566

Jun

26,525

34,041

Jul

26,525

7,516

Aug

*46,384

**(38,868)

Jan

Apr
May

3

Order
Quantity
(Piece)

Sep

80,000

26,950

New Front Label Phase In

Mouth Wash A Indonesia)
Trimester/Month

2014
1

Order
Quantity
(Piece)

80,476

78,608

1,868

80,480

71,388

Apr

32,004

39,384

May

32,004

7,380

69,524

87,856

Jul

80,480

Aug

*62,000

7,376
**(54,624)

Feb
Mar
2

Jun

3

Accumulated
Remain Stock
(Piece)

69,524

Jan

150,000

Usage
(Piece)

Sep

150,000

150,000

New Front Label Phase In

Mouth Wash B (Indonesia)
Trimester/Month

2014
1

2

Order
Quantity
(Piece)

88,648

Feb

38,996

49,652

Mar

38,996

10,656

21,352

139,304

41,352

97,952

Jun

41,352

56,600

Jul

41,352

15,248

Aug

*61,352

**(46,104)

Apr

Sep

Remarks:

Accumulated
Remain Stock
(Piece)

61,352

Jan

150,000

150,000

May

3

Usage
(Piece)

New Front Label Phase In

*Demand Forecast for August
**Required the current front label to fulfill August's demand forecast.
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Mouth Wash C 1rindonesia)
Trimester/Month

2014
1

2

40,474

Feb

10,696

29,778

Mar

29,004

774

Apr

-

774

39,526

41,248

39,526

1,722

39,526

42,196

*65,392

**(23,196)

Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep

Remarks:

80,000

Accumulated
Remain Stock
(Piece)

Usage
(Piece)

39,526

Jan

May

3

Order
Quantity
(Piece)

80,000
80,000

New Front Label Phase In

*Demand Forecast for August
**Required the current front label to fulfill August's demand forecast.
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The Unit Cost of Front Label by Quantity Break Down
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The Unit Cost of Front Label by Quantity Break Down
Front label
Mouth Wash Item
A (Thailand)

B (Thailand)

C (Thailand)

A (China)

B (China)

C (China)

A (Vietnam)

B (Vietnam)

Range of Quantity
(Piece)
20,000 - 45,000
50,000 - 75,000
80,000 - 145,000
150,000 - 295,000
20,000 - 45,000
50,000 - 75,000
80,000 - 145,000
150,000 - 295,000
20,000 - 45,000
50,000 - 75,000
80,000 - 145,000
20,000 - 45,000
50,000 - 75,000
80000 - 145,000
150,000 - 295,000
300,000 Up
20,000 - 45,000
50,000 - 75,000
80,000 - 145,000
150,000 - 295,000
20,000 - 45,000
50,000 - 75,000
80,000 - 145,000
150,000 - 295,000
20,000 - 45,000
50,000 - 75,000
80,000 - 145,000
150,000 - 295,000
20,000 - 45,000
50,000 - 75,000
80,000 - 145,000
150,000 - 295,000
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Price/Piece
(THB)

0.952
0.643
0.489
0.348
0.841
0.577
0.446
0.303
0.621
0.445
0.360
0.952
0.643
0.489
0.348
0.300
0.841
0.577
0.446
0.303
0.621
0.445
0.360
0.272
0.952
0.643
0.489
0.348
0.841
0.577
0.446
0.303

Front label
Mouth Wash Item
C (Vietnam)

A (Malaysia)

B (Malaysia)

C (Malaysia)

A (Indonesia)

B (Indonesia)

C (Indonesia)

Range of Quantity
(Piece)
20,000 - 45,000
50,000 - 75,000
80,000 - 145,000
20,000 - 45,000
50,000 - 75,000
80,000 - 145,000
150,000 - 295,000
20,000 - 45,000
50,000 - 75,000
80,000 - 145,000
20,000 - 45,000
50,000 - 75,000
80,000 - 145,000
20,000 - 45,000
50,000 - 75,000
80000 - 145,000
150,000 - 295,000
20,000 - 45,000
50,000 - 75,000
80000 - 145,000
150,000 - 295,000
20,000 - 45,000
50,000 - 75,000
80000 - 145,000

Price/Piece
(THB)
0.621
0.445
0.360
0.952
0.643
0.489
0.348
0.841
0.577
0.446
0.621
0.445
0.360
0.952
0.643
0.489
0.348
0.841
0.577
0.446
0.303
0.621
0.445
0.360
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